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FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2015
EDU 101 * PERSPECTTVES ON EDUCATION

QAn Admission onwards)

Time : T\vo Hours Maximum:50 Marks

Part A
Answer all questions.

Each question carries L marh.

1. Name the constitutional body established for improving the quality of higher education
in India.

2. What is'criticai pedagogy'?

3" Vflhat are'Ashrarnas'?

4. What is'three lanquage formula'?

5. Expand:NCUBT.

6. Write a defrnition of education.

7. Name any two agencies of informal education.

8. Who was the Chairman of Wardha Scheme of Educationf

(8x1=Smarks)

Part B
Answer all questions.

Each question carries 2 marks.

9. What is Metaphysics?

10. What do you know about'Folk School'?

11. What is the purpose of establishing NCTE?

L2. Mention the teaching methods advocated by Pragmatism.

13. What was Rousseau's yiew on wolhen's education?

L4. Wlhat is Peace education?

15. What is meant by'Child Rights'?

16. Explain the term'distance education'.

(8x2=16marks)
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Part C
Answer any fowr quest.ions.

Each question carries 4 marks.

L7. Explain Gandhiji,s view on education.

18. What is meant by,alternative thoughts, on education?

19. Explain the interdisciplinary nature of education.

20' What is international understanding ? How do you promote international understanding among
students ?

Write a note on National Curriculum Frame Work (NCF _ 2008).

Explain national goals of education.

PartD 
@x4=l6marks)

Answer any olne question.

The question carries L0 marks.

23' What do you understand by democracy in education? Discuss the need and importance of
education in democracy.

24' Explain the basic principles of Realism and their influence on various aspects of education.

(1 x 10 = 10 marks)

c 81103
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c 81104-A (Pages : 2) Name

Reg. No

FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE EXAMTNATTON, APRIL 2OI5
EDU 10z-PSYCHOLOGY OF THE LEARNER

(20L2 Admission onwards)

Time : T\vo }Iours

Fa-rt A

Answer all questions.
Each question carries L mark.

1. Differentiate between growth and deveiopment.

2. What is rneant by developmentai task ?

3. Define the concept "Emotional Inte1ligence,,.

4. What is the concept of "Intelligence euotient', (Ie) ?

5. What is meant by the term "schema" ?

6" What is meant by "Case Study" ?

7. Who is an exceptional child ?

8. What is meant by mental health ?

(8x1=8marks)
Part B

Answer all questions.
Each question carries 2 marhs.

9. "Knowledge of educational psychology is essential for a teacher". Elucidate.
10. What are the contributions of behaviourism to education ?

11. What are the stages invoived in creative thinking ?

L2. List out any four characteristics of underachievers.

13. Briefly discuss the need of guidance in schools.

14. Elucidate the different types of counselling.

15. Differentiate between attitude and aptitude.

16. Which are the processes involved in the organisation of schemas according to piaget ?

(8x2=16marks)

Maximurn: 50 Marks

Turn over
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Part C

Answer any four questions.
Each question carcies 4 marhs.

17. What are the factors causing individual differences ?

18. Discuss the characteristics of mature personality

19. Elaborate the common learning disabilities found in children.

20. What are the school factors contributing to maladjustment in children ?

2t. Which are the stages of Psycho-social development according to Erickson ?

22. Discuss the structure and dynamics of personality according to Sigmund Freud ?

(4x4=16marks)
Part D

'r^nswer any olne question.
The question caruies 10 rnarks.

What are the t6sio-psychologieal needs of alolescence ? List out the burning current issues related
to adolescents. What are the remedial measures to be taken to tackle these issues?

Explain the theory of multiple intelligences. As a teacher, what measures would you adopt to
foster multiple intelligences in students ?

' (1 x 10 = 10 marks)

c 81104-4
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c 81104 (Pages:2)

FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRII,.2015

Time : Two Hours

EDU 102 - PSYCHOLOGY OF THE LEARNER

(20 12 Admission onwards)

Maximum:50 Marks

Part A
Answer allquestians.

Each questian carries L rnark.

1: Define the term'Schema'.

2. Give an example for negative transfer of learning.

3. List out the different stages of discovery learning.

4" Write any two characteristics of co-operative learning.

5. What do you mean by oCliques"?

6. List out any two learaing styles.

7. Define the term,'Span of attention'.

8. Explain Gagne's signal learning.

PartB 
(8xl=Smarks)

Answer all questians

Each question carries 2 marks.

9. Explain Engaged learning. Gjve an example for it.

10. Differentiate between vertical and Horizontal transfer of learning.

11. Mention any two advaniages of group dynamics in learning.

12. Explain Beflective thinking proeess.

13. Explain arty two ways in which method variable affect learning.

14. Mention two advantages of motivation in learning.

15. Explain Covergent thinking. How is it different from Divergent thinking?

16. Explain'Parent Ego State'.

(8x2=16marks)

Turat n*er
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Part C

Answer any fawr questions.

.. Each question caties 4 marks.

17. Write a short note on Approaches to Learning.

18. Develop a concept map of the concept'Problem Solving'.

19. Bring out the meaning and characteristics of a social group.
I

20. Explain theinerits and demerits of Vygotsky's constr-r.rctivist theory of learning.

21. ''Write a short note on Brain Based Learning.

22. Mention the advantages of humanistic views on learning.

(Ex4=L6marks)

Part D
Answer any on'e question.

The question carries LO marhs.

23. Compare and contrast between Behaviourists views and constructivists views on learning.

24. Bring out the importance of Reflective practices in learning. How will you adopt Reflective

practices in your classroom instruction?

(1 x 10 = 10 marks)

c 81104
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FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL z01E
EDU 103 _ TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATICS IN EDUCATION

Time : TVo Hours

t20L2 Admission onwards)

Part A
Answer a"ll questions.

Each quest;ion carries L marh.

Maximum:50 Marks

Expand the acronl.rn LCD.

Name the elements of communication.

Give two examples for activity aids.

Define Educational Technology.

Expand HTML.

Name the viruses in computers.

What is meant by web?

What is a search engine?

(8x1=8marks)

Part B
Ansuer all questions.

Each question camies 2 marks.

9. What is spread sheet?

10. Define Commu.nication Cycle.

11. What is teleconferencing?

L2. Write two advantages of using e-journals in education.

lts. Explain hardware approach.

14' How Skype can be used effectively by a teacher in the process of teachingJearning?
15. What is educational informatics ?

L6. Name different types of networking of computers.

(8x2=16marks)

Turn over
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Part C

-. Answer any fortt qu.estions.

Each question camies 4 marhs.

17. Bring out the difference betrrreen Verbal and Non-verbal communication by citing suitable

examples in classroom situations.

18. Explain the limitations of technolory in classroom teaching.

19. Compare educational technolory and instructional technology

20. What are the steps involved in creating a web page?

21. Write a short note on EDUSAT.

22. Explain the difference between operating softwaie and application software.

(4x4=16marks)

Part D
,4nswer anY on.e question.

The questinn carries l0 marks.

2g. 'Internet is considered as the biggest mass media today' - Substantiate.

24. What are the barriers of communication ? How can you, as a teacher, make classroom

communication more effective ?

(1 x 10 = 10 marks)

*
c 81105
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FIRST

Time : Two Hours

(Pages :2)

SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2OL5

EDU 111_METHODOLOGY OF TEACHING ARABIC

(2AL2 Admission onwards)

Maximum: 50 Marks

Name......
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Reg.

FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE D(AIVIINATION, ApRrL 2015

EDU 112 _ METHODOLOGY OF TEACHING ENGLISH

Time : T\vo Hours

(20L2 Admission onwards)

Part A
Answer all questions.

Each question camies L mark.

What is idiolect?

What are content words ?

What is casual reading?

Define Linguistics.

Which are the skills of literacy?

Give two measures of improving the pronunciation of children.

Give two charaeteristics of gcod handwriting.

List any faro humanistic approaches of teaching English.

Part B
Answer all questions.

Each question carcies 2 marks.

9. What is the difference between intensive reading and extensive reading?

10. Distinguish between cognitive constructivism and social constructivism.

11. Give four principles of Direct method.

L2. Give two limitations of structural approach.

13. What do you mean by information transfer? Give fuo examples.

L4. Give anyfour subskills of writing.

15. Which are different types of structures?

16. Give fipo differences between'Acquisition' and 'Learning'"

Maximum:50 Marks

(8x1=Smarks)

(8x2=16marks)

Ttrrn over
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Part C

Answer any fotut questions.

Each question carries 4 mark*

17. Briefly explain Krashen's Hypotheses on seeond Language Learning.

18. Briefly explain the techniques of presenting vocabulary'

19. English is unphonetic in nature. Explain'

20. How will improve the speaking skill of your pupils?

2L. what is scaffolding? Give the advantages of scaffolding.

22. What are the uses of language games? Explain 4rry two'

(1x4=16marks)

Pert D
Answer anY one question,

The question carries l0 marks,

2g. What is the difference between knowing a language and knowing about a language? Explain

the inter relationship of various language skills'

24. State trow far behaviourism is applicable in English teaching by explaining the principles of

(1 x 10 = 10 marks)

c 81119
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FIRST SEyIESTER B.EC. DEGREE EXALINATION, APRIL 2015

EDU 120 _ METHODOLOGY OF TEACHING MATHEMATICS

(20L2 Admis sion onwards)

fime : T\uo Hours Maximum:50 Marks

1.

2.

a

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

Part A
Afi.swer all qwestions.

Eaeh question cawies L mark.

What is meant by'deductive reasoningl?

What is a project?

Write the significance of home assignments.

\Yhat is the difference between pure and applied mathematics?

Mention two programmes in'Edubuntu'which can be used for ihe teaching of Mathematics.

Suggest a laboratory activity in any topic of Mathematics.

What are axiorns?

How is modero mathematics different from trattritionai mathematics?

(Bx1=Smarks)

Part B
Answer Ell questi.ons.

Eaeh question carries 2 murks.

9. What is peer tutoring?

10. Explain ttre features of mathematics language.

11. How will you organize seminar in your class?

t2. What are the process abilities to be developed through the study of Mathematics?

13. What are the practical values of teaching Mathennatics?

14. What are the merits of Heuristic method?

15. Explain'Co-operative Learningi.

16. rWrite four contributions of any one Indian nnathematician.

(8x2=16marks)

Ttrrn over
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Part C

c 81126

Answer any four questions.

Each questiotn canies 4 ma.rks.
77. Bring out the features of RME in detail.

18' Describe the importance of questioning in the development ormatrrematical portions.
19. Explain the major events in the development of Mathematics.
20' What is project method? Explain its steps, taking an example from high school mathematics

curnculum

2l' Describe Analytic-synthetic method of teaching Mathematics. specifr the merits and demerits
ofAnalytic method.

22' Explain how the heuristic approach can be used in.teaching Mathematics. Illustrate your. answer with suitable examples.

(4x4=16marks)
part D

.4nswer any or,re question.
The question carrics L0 marks.

23- Describe Probrem sorving Method of teaching Mathematies.
24' comFareBehaviourist and Constructivist approaches to teaching Mathematics.

(1 x 10 = 10 marks)
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FIRST SFMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE Dil\MrNATtoN, ApRrL zatl
EDV L22- METIIODOLOGY OF IEACHING PIIYSICAL SCIENCE

fime: Two Hours

(%OLZ Admission onwards)

Part A
Answer qll questions.

Each question carries L mark.

Maximum:50 Marks

1. What is Brain storming?

2. why shouid we adopt inductive approach in teaching physical science?
3. Writ€ the role of teacher in project method.

4' Bring out the merits of organising Heuristic method for secondary school students.
5. Lisi the advantages of supervised stu<iy.

6. Give any ra,o suggestions for Science education on the basis of KCF 2002.
7. why do teacher prefer recture-cum demonstration method ?

8 Distinguish between a fact and a concept.

(8x1=8marks)
Part B

Answer all questians.

Eaeh question carries 2 marhs.

9. Mentinn any fowr functions of Scienee.

10' \&rite a*y faur edusaticnal implieations of the theory of sociai constructivisu:i"
:i.. W-i:at dces the l;anking ecneept oiedueatior: denote?

1*" Write a shcrt ::ote on the integration of th.ecries and experimenG i1 S*iuoru"
13. 'tvriEe a,,y four charaeteristies of collaborative learning.

74. suggest suitable ways of making scientific demonstration pupil+entred.
15' List any fiao issues and corresponding topics that may be suitable for issue-based learning.
16. \Mrite a short note on Guided discovery approach:

(8x2=16marks)

Turn nver
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part C
.4nswer any four questions.

Each question caties 4 marks.
Describe the problem solving cycle.

Distineuish between project method and rndividualised raboratory method.
Lecture method is not only dull, but also harmful to the developmentofskill in logical thinkingof thestudents' To what extent is the statement true with regard to the teaching ofphysicalScience?

Distinguish between product and process approach in teaching physicar science.
Prepare a project plan on any rerevant science probrem.
Distinguish between scientific attitude and scientific aptitude

partD 
4x4=16marks)

Answer any one question.
The questinn eanies l0 marks.

Explain the Gardner's theory of Multiple rntelligences with special reference to school servicecurricul i 'n
Describe Darton pran bringingits merits and demerits.

(1 x 10 = 10 marks)

c 81128
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c 8r.129 (Pages:2)

FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE D(AMINATTON, APRILzotS
EDU 123 * METHODOLOGY OF TEACHING SOCIAL SCIENCES

Time : T\aro Hours

QAn Admission onwards)

Part A
Answer allquestions.

Each question caties L mark.

Maximum:50 Marks

1. Define Social Studies.

2. What do you mean by objective-based instruction?

3. What are the advantages of lecture method?

4. state the basic principles of traditional methods of teaching.

5. What is meant by'social constructivism,?

7. Explain different levels of questioning.

8. Differentiate Seminar and Symposium.

(8x1=8marks)
Part B

Answer all questiois.
Each question camies 2 m.arks.

9. Distinguish between social studies and social sciences.

10. What are the uses of concept mapping?

11. write any two advantages and disadvantages of source method.

L2. What is learnercentred approach in Social Sciences?

13. what is the difference between role prays and simulations ?

14. what are the scope of social sciences in secondary schools ?

15; Write a short note on,Brain Storming,.

16. suggest measures for improving the effectiveness of lecture method.

Reg. No...

Turrr over
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(8x2=]6marks)
Part C

Answer any fo:urt questions.
Each question caties 4 rnarks.

77 ' Explain the classification of definitions given by John u Michaeuis to sociar studies.18. Briefly describe the post war history of social sciences.
19' How w,l you irnplement probrem solving method in your ctrass?20' what criteria will you use in serecting a good project in social studies?21' what are the salient features of the new curriculurn introduced at the High schooi revel?22' What are the different approaches for thsteaching of socrd,;;;

partD Gx4=l6marks)

Answer any orre question.
The question carrics LO marks.

23' what is co-operative learning? How is co-operative learning different from collaborativetearning? Explain different co_operativ" ;;;;;r"*g*.
24' what are the recent changes in social scienee teaching in the state ofKerara? prepare a ristof any fiue social issues that can be addressed in socia-l science crass.

(1 x 10 = 10 marhs)
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Time : Two Hours

(Pages :2)

FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE D(AMINATION, APRIL 2015

EDU l31-PEDAGOGIC PRACTICES IN ARABIC

(2012 Admissions Onwards)

A
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Reg. No............

FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed" T}EGREE D(AIVTINATION, APRIL 2015
EDU 132 _ PEDAGOGIC PRACTICES IN ENGLISH

Time: T\vo Hours

(2012 Admission onwards )

Part A
Answer all questions.

Each question carrics L mark.

Maximum:50 Marks

1. What is unit plan?

2. What is objective type evaluation?

3. What are homonyms?

4. which are the two highest objectives in the cognitive dornain?

5. Give two co-curricular activities in the Engiish class.

6. Give two merits of essay type questions.

7. Give-two limitations of microteaehing.

8. Give two objectives of teaching poems at the secondary schools.

(Bx1=Smarks)

Fart B
Answer a\l questions.

Each question carries 2 marks.

What is metaphor? Give tvro examples.

Give two uses of past perfect tense.

Change the voice :

(a) Will you do the work?

(b) Have they read the book?

Give the other conditions of the given sentence :

If he went there, lre would meet Ranjith.

Write any two sociological principies of language.teaching.

What are the differences between "Airns and Objectives ?

Turn over
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10.

11.

12.

13.
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important steps in evaluating a geminar.

Lirve two uses of a Diagnostic Test.

c 81107

t7.

18.

r.9.

20.

2L.

oo

Each questian canies 4 marks.
write short notes on the advantages and limitations of the various types of test items.What are the differences between teaching of prose and poetry?
Briefly explain the importance and conpreparenvediffere","o,**,"";:;-il,:H;:TffiT:l;:;mAmerica,insrd-x
Prepare a content anarysis of the resson ,The princess on the Road,in std_x.

I;-[ff"e 
essav tvpe questions with value o"r.r. ,""r*the resson, ,Three 

Questions,in

part C
,4nswer any four questions.

(8x2=16marks)

Part D
(4x4=16marks)

Answer any oae question.
The question carries lA marks.

ffiTtr::;iffi:afffiffi.achievement test and a diagnostic test? Exprain the
Prepare a teaching manuai in the constructivist pattern for teaching the given rines :Rise, brothers, rise, the wakening skies pray to

the morning light,
The wind lies asleep in the arms of the daw,n
Like a child that has cried all night.
Come, Iet us gather our nets from the shore, and
Set our catamarans free
To capture the leaping wealth of the tide, for
We are the sons of the sea!

lstd WII, Volume Il

23.

24.

(1 x 10 = 10 marks)
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FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRrL 2015

EDU 140 _ PEDAC'OGIC PRACTICES IN MATIIEMATICS

(20L2 Admission onwards)

Time : T\vo Hours Maximum: 50 Marks

Part A 
.

Answer all questions.

Each question carries L rnark.

Write any twofactors to be considered when we prepare an year plan for Mathematics.

Write two examples for completion type test items from the topic'Similarit/. 
_

Mention ar.y two skills achieved by pupils by learning Mathematics.

Mention any two uses of a unit plan in Mathematics.

What is the importance of Fvaluation in Mathematics ?

List any fiue graded stages in finding the sum of two, two-digit numbers.

List two examples from comrnon life for illustrating the solid'cylinder'.

How will you evaluate a project in mathematics ?

(8x1=Smarks)

Part B
Answer all questinns.

Each question caries 2 marks.

What is the relevance of remedial teaching in Mathematics?

What are Instructional Objectives and specifications ?

Write four items to measure interest towards mathematics of your students.

9.

10.

11.

L2,

13.

L4.

15.

16.

Differentiate achievement test and diagnostic test.

What are the rnajor areas of teaching Mathematics?

Write any four advantages of lesson planning"

What are the stages in the planning of instruction?

List four curricular objectives from the topic 'Compound
Mathematics.

Interest' from 8th standard

(8x2 = 16marks)

Thrn over
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Part C

Answer any farur questions.

Each question carries 4 rna'rhs.

L7. Explain the inter-relationship among the "concepts, objectives, learning experiences and

evaluation'. Write using suitable examples.

18. Explain CRE and NRE with suithble examples.

19. Explain the concept of "micro-teaching'in detail.

ZO. Explain the objectives'knowledge'and'understandind. Show how you will teach the concept,

"Rhombus" to enable the pupils to reach these hvo levels.

2L. Explain the advantages of objective type items over essay type test items"

22. Analyse the content of statistics of Standard 9 inio terrns, facts, concepts and principles.

(4x4 = i.6marks)

Part D
Answer any one questi.on.

The question canies L0 rnarks.

29. Write a lesson plan in constructivist format on the topic'Polygous'from Standard 9.,

24. Construct an achievement test with proper explanation of the steps to be followed. Any topic

from high schooi mathematics can be selected.

(1 x 10 = 10 marks)
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t
Time : Two Hours

(Pages:2)

(2072 Admission onwards)

Part A
Answer all questions.

Each qwestion carries L mark.

Reg.
-:_i-

FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE D(AilIINATION, APRII- 201b
EDU L42 _ PEDAGOGIC PRACTICES IN PIIYSICAL SCIENCE

Maximum:50 Marks

1" Draw Bohr model of Sodium (rrNa23) atom.

2. Write the names of two carbon fuels.

3. State Ohm's T,aw.

4. Distinguish between Mass and Weight.

5. Mention the specifications of the objective 'scientific Attitude,.
6' Pictorially represent the interdependence ofobjectives, learning experience and evaluation.
7. Define Micro teaching.

8. Give the conceptual meaning of pedagogic Analysis.

(8x1=8marks)
Part B

Answer all questions.

Each question caruies 2 marks.

9. State and explain total internal reflection.

10. What do you mean by Magnetic flux density?

11. Mention the Herbartian steps in the planning of a lesson.

L2" Mercury does not wet glass walls. Why?

13. What is Presbyopia?

L4. Give any two activity assignments for the topic,Acids'.

15. Prepare a Iist of teaching aids suitable for teachilrg the topic Refraction.

16. What is meant by Comprehensive evaluation?

(8x2=16marks)

Turnover
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part C
Answer any foar questions.

Each question carries 4 marks.
77' state the curricular objectives and learning experiences of the topic wave Motion,.18. Describe general aims of teaching physical S"i"rr".
19' 

I"l#;r 
organise a project to teach purificarion of water in standard \rrII? How wifl you

20' How wil you present the topic ,Law of Froatation,through induction?2L. State and explain Law of Conservation of Momentum.
22' Briefly exprain the steps in the preparation of a diagnostic test.

(4x4=16marks)
. part D
Answer any olae question.

The questian canies l0 marks.

c 81116

(1 x 10 = 10 marks)

23.

24.

Discuss in detail Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectives with specific exampres fromPhysics/chemistry and express your views on Revised Bloornrs Taxonomy.
Prepare a resson pran for a period of 45 minutes on a*y oneof the topic :(a) Thrust and pressure.

G) Solutions.

17.

18.

19.
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(Pages:2) Name

Reg.

FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE D(AlrrNATroN, ApRrL 20tE
EDU 143 _ PEDAGOGIC PRACTICES IN SOCIAL SCIENCES

Time : TWo Hours

(2OL2 Admission onwards)

Part A
Answer allquestions.

Each question carcies L mark.

1. Why we need content analysis?

2. List any fiue maxims of teaching

3. Name the objectives that come und.er affective domain.

4. Define Year Plan'.

5. Who developed the concept of multiple intelligence?

6. why blue print is needed for constructing an achievement test?
7. State any two points to be remembered while constructing a multiple choice item.
8. Explain the need for ineluding essay type questions in examination.

Part B
Ansu;er all questions.

Each question carrics 2 ntarks.

(8x1=8marks)

9. What are the advantages of questionwise analysis?

10. state the need and importance of,lesson pianning in social studies.

1!.. Draw the sketch of thetinterior of the earth,.

L2. Write any two skills to be developed while teaching the topic , Volcano,.

13. What are the purposes of diagnostic test?

L4. Give an example of a learning activity in Social Science to develop linguistic intelligence.
15. What are the scholastic aspects in the CCE ?

16. What is meant by reliability of a test?

(8x2=16marks)

Maximum:50 Marks

Tur:n over
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Part C

.4nswer any foar questions.,4nswer any foat questions.

Each question carries 4 marks. :

17. What are the learning experiences you would provide while transacting the topic , Map
Projection'?

18. Prepare a time line to teaeh'Freedom Movement of India'.

19. How will you evaluate non-cognitive domain? -r

20. State the principles of good evaluation.
:.

2L. Distinguish 'Concepts' and 'Facts' with examples.

22. What do you mean by remedial teaching? 
t
i

(4x4=16marks) 
,

lPart D
Answer any or,Le question. l

The question carries L0 marks.. :
23: Develop a lesson plan for 40 minutes for Standard VIII on a topic of your choice.

i24. What is Micro Teaching? Highlight its need and significance. Illustrate the various steps in
microteaching' 

-! -(L x 10 = 10 marks)


